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Abstract. The set of solutions for Boolean equations are required in certain classes of bivalent 
programming and deterministic scheduling problems. The purpose here is to determine the set 
of solutiaas in a general manner. The aim is not directed toward an optimal solution. General 
truth table concepts are reviewed and extended. 
The extensions are threefold: (a) a reinterpretation of the truth table concepts for the desig- 
nation numbers that identify the vertices of the unit hypercube, (b) a statement of a primitive 
algorithm for the computation of the set of designation umbers which correspond to the ver- 
tices of the solution space and (c) an extension of this primitive algorithm. 
1. Introduction 
Consider the s?t oE solutions (vertices) of a Boolean equation W(X) = lp 
(1) xl = {xl w(x) = 11, 
where x = (x1, x2, . . . . xr) with the condition x, E 1.0,1), a E A, and 
A = (1, 2, . . . . p). A vector of unknown Boolean variables x identifies a 
vertex of t’fne unit hypercube. The set of indexes A identifies the position 
of the Boolean variables in a vector x. The complementary problem is 
(1’) x0 = {XI’WCX) = 0). 
In this paper, a general solution algorithm is presented for the deter- 
mination of X1 e Xca is determined as the complement of X 1 with re- 
spect to the Boolean space of 11 variables. It is assumed that w is written 
in a disjunctive form which is not necessarily canoniical. Each cIc)i:junc- 
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tion corresponds to a family of solutions and all the solutions are ob- 
tained in the follo +ving way. For Izach corkjunction ?a t . . . zak, where ? 
stands for x or z9 the solutio;ls for equations ?a1 = 1) l -e) zak = 1 are ob 
tained first, then the set theoretical intersection of the sets of partial 
solutions is determined in order to obtain the set of all the solutions of 
Yal . . . ZOk = 1. This idea is extendled to use the equations of the form 
Z&= 1 aswellas&= 1. 
The basic concepts were developed as an outgrowth of the applied 
studies in deterministic scheduling. Akers m;3 Friedman [ 1 J have sholvn 
the use of the trutl tables to determine aset of feasible solutions for 3 
class of deterministic scheduling sequencing problems. However, the L 
concepts could not be extended any further because there are known 
limitations in the use of the truth table methods. These limitations were 
questioned by Turksen [ 91 and Holzman aad Turksen [ 51 in a study of 
educational scheduling problems. The fiirst stage of developments were 
applied to deterministic scheduling problt;ms by Turksen and Hobsman 
[ 101 and by Turksen and Shanksr [ 11 j . Recr ntly, Granot and Hammer 
[ 3 ] lxwe shown that a class of linear inequalities can be transformed to 
( 1’) with thr: argument of mi.rzimd coyers: In their paper, (1’) is then 
called the resolvernt of a given linear inequality. With these develop- 
ments, it is clear that the set of solutions considered in ( 1) or ( 1’) is 
needed for a class of deterministic scheduliilg and bivalent programming 
problems. 
The algorithms developed in this paper are ilew dnd unique extensions 
of the truth table qloncepts. It is distinct from the approach of a Boolean 
analyzer proposed by Svoboda [81 and investigated by Marin [6], where 
the concept of a TANT * circuit plays a major role, The basic sources 
for the development of this paper are [ 5; 9; 10; 111 together with 
I4; 71 l 
2. Ver&es andl ldesi;gndiion mm&em 
Thieve are 2~ vertices of the unit h/percuF?re for a Boolean space of p 
variables. For a. 4 variabl!es problem, the sixteen vertices of the unit 
1 TANT stands for Three Sew1 and-not c:ombin;dtorial c.ia ait with me inputs. 
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Fig. 1. Vertices of the unit hypercube for a Boolean space of four variables. 
hypercube of a Boolean space are shawn in Fig. 1. The set of all vertices, 
x = ‘PI u = 1, . . . . 2~) are identified with vectors as ((O,O, . . . . 0), 
(0, q . . . . l), . ..> (1, 1, . . . . 1)) or with the binary numbers as ( 00 . . . 0, 
00 ..‘ 1, . . . . 11 . . . 1) or with the decimal numbers that correspond to 
these binary numbers as 
(2) XluX~=X, 
where U is the set union operator and-l. 1 designates the number of ele- 
{O, 1, . . . . 2p - 1) . It is clear that 
lXll-)- l&Cl = 2p, 
ments in the :;et. Furthennore, X0 = x’ with respect o X. 
The decim.fi numbers which correspond to these vertices are known 
as designatioora numbers (Fig. 1). Define d, to be the set of dlesignation 
nu,mbers that curresponl1 to the set f)f vertices X. It is known that there 
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exists a natural isomorphic corresplondence b tween the designation 
numbers and the vertises of the unit hypercube. This correspondence 
can be stated as 
whereJIlujro=~,1\tll.tlJlOl=2’L and$o=Tr 
These arguments show that, it is sufficient to determine algorithms 
“ior the set $1. The sets $0, X1 and X0 can be determined afterwards. 
Therefore the arguments will be concerned main% with the develop- 
ment of the concepts for J/ 1 only. 
3. Disjunctive fmms 
Consider a disjunctive form of a Boolean function, which is not neces- 
sarily canonical, as 
where V and Tii are the Boolean union and conjunction operators; 
w,l.x) =G&. ‘s& . ..zak is ‘an elementary conjunction; wqp (x) identifies 
a Boolean variabk %(y in the composition of w,(x) with index sets 
H = (1,2, . ..? h} and P(q) = { 1,2, . . . . k}. 
Example 3.6, Consider w(x) = x3xzZ1 v x4x1 w&h x = (xl, x2, x3, x4). 
Then MQ(X) = x3x& and w2(x) = x4x1 are the elementary canjunc- 
tions of w(x) such that w(:x) = w1 (x) v w2(x) or 1+(x1 =VqE~ W,,(X), 
H = { 1,2). Furthermore, let wIl (x) = x3 wl+) = x2, w13 (x) = ZFi, 
wzl (x) =x4 and Wan =x1, then wl(x) = IIpEp(lI wlp(x) and ku*(x) = 
lI~,,l,~~,(~),where_P(1)=(1,2,3]andP(2)={1,2). 
With the natural isomorphic orrespondence, it can be stated that 
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where Xi = (x I w,(x) = 1) and X& = (x I wqp (x) = i ). In particular, 
it should be noted that wqP (x) = 1 identifies all those vertices x E X& 
such that ?a = 1 in the vector x = (x1, x2, . . . . x,, . . . . xJ. 
Since the vertices and their designation umbers correspond to each 
other isomorphically with the Boolean function w(x) specified in (4), 
the set of vertices czul be determined as 
(8) 
with X1 = n PEP(q) X& and the set of designation umbers $ 1 is deter- 
mined zs 
with $f, = $EP(Q) $ip 3 where n is :he set conjunction, 
The calculation of the set of desil;nation umbers $&, for w&) = :a 
will depend on the index Q and symbol - of ?a = 1 in the development 
of the algorithms For this reason, it is advantages to introduce an 
abused form of (7) as $ 
such that za = 1, and where z is either Q[ orZ in order to specify the cal- 
culation of the set of designation umbers for x, = 1 or _jTol =1, respec- 
tively. It is clear that the indexes Q and p will identify z’s for the calcu- 
lation of sets of designation umber; and will specify the order in which 
the set theoretical intersection and rnion operations are to be carried 
on these sets of designation umber:; with respect o (9) to obtain the 
set of designation umbers for (4). 
4. Brief review of truth table conmpts 
Let us consider the ex‘ample problem and review the essential truth 
table concepts together with the discussion thus far, The problem is to 
find the feasible vertices for the Boo:“ean equ,ation: *VV (x) == wl (x) v 
w2(x)= 1, wherewl(x)=x9sc2Zl andw&~)=x~x~. InTable 1, the 
truth tible for this pro&m is displayed. Designation umbers, standard 
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Table 1 
Truth table for w(x)* 
designation umbers 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
standard basis 
Xi 01010k0101010101 
SC SC SC SC 
c C c c 
*a 0 0 0 10 P 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 I 1 
. SC . 
x4 poo~oooooIl1r1;I11), 
c 
complement of the standard basis 
% 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 
x’2 1 1 0 0 1 1 U 0 1 1 0 0 1 :1 0 0 
. 
SC SC 
,.-. 
-0 0 0 of 
\ 
X3 1110 C? 0 0 
c --c“- 
z4 llllllllQOOOOCOO 
Wl w 0000001000000010 
IV2 ix) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
w(x) 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 I. 1 
-.- -. ..- 
SC SC 
Wll(N &O 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1*1 - I +..w.----.- 
c c 
SC SC si’ se 
WlW ,o 0 0 0 0 -0 0 0 p T 0 T 0 T;’ 0 T 
c 
” Cycle c & subcyde SC will be defined ‘later. 
batis, its compiement, he evaluation of wp (x) and 147~ {x) are shown to- 
getker with the evaluatian of w(x). These are obtained with the usual 
truth table concepts. For the time being let us ignore t!!ne row w 1,1 (x) 
and w21 (x) in T:lble 1. 
Consider the levaluation of \ul (x) = ~3~2Zl in Table 1. One needs to 
check each entry of O’S ad l’s in the rows x3 and x:1 of the stand: rd 
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basis together with the row K, of the complement. of the standard basis. 
If all the three entries at a particular position in the rows x3, x2 and Z1 
are ‘1’) then the corresponding entry in row w 1 (x) is ‘ 1” since x3 x2 Xr = 
1.1.1 = 1. Otherwise the corresponding row entry in row w; (x) is ‘07. 
In this. manner, a ‘1’ is pla& in the positions CM-I-esponding to the 
dtiignation numbers 6 and !I 4 in the row MQ (x). A ‘0’ is placed in all 
ihe other positions of the row wII (x). Similarly for w2(x) = x4 x1, 
one needs to scan each entry of the standard basis in rows x4 and 
x1 and intersect hese entries to determine the entry in the corre- 
sponding position of F-.ht: row w2(x). In this manner, a ‘ 1’ is placed 
in the positions corresponding to the de!;ignation umbers 9, 11, 13 and 
15 in the row w2(x). Hn order to find the entries of the row w(x), one 
needs to find the union of the row entries in the rows w1 (x) and w2(x). 
‘Gr hen this union operation is carried out element by element in these two 
rows, one obtains a ‘1’ in the positions cDrrzsponding to the designation 
nu?mber 6,9, 11, 13, 14 and 115 in the row V(X). The solution vectors 
of w(x) can be now determined as the column entries of the standard 
basis which correspond to the ’ l’s in dae row w(x). These are (0, 1, 1, 01, 
(l,O,O, l), il,O, 1, X), (1, LO, 13, (1, 1, l,Q, Cl, 1,l) (Table 11. 
From (4), (9) and ( 1!3) together with the developlnents in Example 
3.1, it can be stated that for 
‘W(X) = IV 11 (A’) w 12 (x) w 13 r(x) v w 21 (x) “L’2;2 (x) = 1 
the designation umbers of the feasible vertices can be determined as 
With observations in Table P , let us determine the $$ (z)‘s. From the 
third row of the standard basis, one can determine t’he set of designation 
numbers that correspo~~cii to the ones of x3 as I& (3) = ( 4,5,6,7, 12, 
13, 14, 15 ) . Similarly, I/J i2 (I:!) = { 2,3,6,7, 10, 11, 14, 15 ) from the ones 
of x2; S:,(i) = { 0,2,4,6,8, 10, 12, 14) from the ones of Yr ; $k, (4-j = 
{ 8,9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15) from the oner: of xq , and $i2( 1) = { 1, 3, 
5,7,9, II 1,13, 15) fr0m the ones of x1. With the corresponding cor- 
junction of these sets, 
s: = $4,(3) n .$+12) (7 rL;3(ij = 16, 14}, 
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an d 
q: = 5/i1(4) n &Il) = (9, 11, 13, 1SL 
Finally, 
is found which corresponds to the ones of the w(x] in the truth table 
(Table 1). 
F+om $l, X1 can be obtained as (0, 1, 1, 0), (l,O, 0, I), (1, 0, 1, 13, 
41, 1,0, l), (1, 1, lJQ), (1, 1, 1,1) by simply finding the binary numbers 
CC 9 esgonding to the designation umbers. The vertices i.n X0 are iden- 
tifisxl by the designation umlbers (0, 1,2,3,4,5,7,8, 10, 12 ) which 
correspond ‘.o W(X) = 0 ,which is determined with the complementation 
of rL1 with respect o $. The corresponding binary numbers give the 
solution in terms of the vectors x E X0. 
JIt is appropriate to point out that thus far all this is a review of the 
trut% table concepts which are reinterpreted with the use of designation 
numbers inste$ad of the 0”s and l’s of the truth tablle as one is usually 
accustomed to do. The important question to ask at this point is whether 
it is posstble to do the same calculation without any references to the 
truth t;abIe. That is, can the truth table be eliminated from the picture 
and could one use the truth table concepts in a new way? The answer 
is affirmalive. The important step is to realize that I,&& (z)‘s can be de- 
termined without any construction of a truth table. However, in the 
background, one needs ttzb refer to such a construction in an abstract 
faalnion and utilize its cyclic nature of the O’s and l’s in order to deter- 
mine $i,, (Z)‘s. 
\ 
5. 5:xtemsion f truth table concepts 
Let us make a few more obs$ervations on ‘Table 1 art;i” generalize the 
necessary concepts. Firstly, th.e columns of the standard basis represent 
thi: -rertkes of the unit hypercube and they correI;pohd to the designa- 
tion numbers isomorphically. Seco:ndly, each row of th.e standard basis 
ardl its complement is constructed in a cyclic manner. Let us observe 
th:s cyclic behaGour more closely. The Boolean v.ariable x4 has the 
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greatest index, 4. This inde:x determines the number of vertices in the 
unit hypercube for the pr!Jblem at hand. In the standard basis, the row 
x4 has 24-1 zeros and 24-l ones. All the zeros are placed before all the 
ones in an orderly manner. Similarly, the row x3 has 23-l zeros and 
23-r’ ones and this patter.11 of 23-l zeros and 23-l ones is repeated once 
more, e.g., there are 24 -3 repetitions of the pattern. In the row x2, th[e 
pattern of 22-r zeros and 22-l ones are repeated four f imes, e.g. 24- 2 
times. Finally in the row x1, the pattern of 21-l zeros and 21-l ones 
are repeated 24-l or eight times. 
With these observations, define a cycle for the Boolean variable x, 
to be the orderly collection of 2a-1 zeros and 2~-1 or;es in the row xQL 
of the truth table. It is obvious that a cycle of xar has 2* elements. 
Furthermore, there are ~M--o! cycles in the row x,,. Similarly, a cylce of 
Za hlas 24 zeros and ones but now there are 2a- 1 ones first and 2a--l 
zeros in the row Y& and there are again 2p-* repetitions in the row $. 
Define a subcycle of a cycle to be the orderly collection of ones with 
no zeros in between the ones. It is observed that there is onIy one sub- 
cycle for each cycle in the row ‘;;&. And there q.re 2”-- 1 ones in each of 
these subcycles. For now, the number of subcycles and the cycles are 
the same, e.g. 2p --Q. Later, there will be more subcycles in a cycle when 
these concepts are extended for improved algorthms (see Table 1). Let 
us now f0rma.k x some of the basic concepts. Define m tu be the nurip- 
ber of cycles. 
Lemma 5.1. m = 2w-+ for wsp(x) = Za. 
Pmof. There are 2~ zeros and ones in the row ?a for a problem of ~1 
Boolean variables. Each cycle of ?a has 2” elements. IIence ~1 = 2p-Cd. 
Recall that $tP (s) was defined as the set of c!esignaticn umbers for 
wqP(x) = za! and?, = 1. Now define $&(%, i) to be the s:t of designa- 
tion numbers for the i th cycle and its only subcycle. ?%c II 
(10 
whereI= { 1,2,..., m } is the index set for the cycles. Let the beginning 
of each subcycle be identified with the designation ulnbzr Bi and the 
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endkg of each subcycle be identifiebj with the designation umber Q. 
Then $$,(Z, i) = {&i(Z}, .. . . E,(‘;i;) ). The dependency of tt)‘s, B’s and 
E’S on a is &uSed precisely in the following for a better understanding 
of (10). 
kmma 5.2. B,(Z) = Bi_1 (Z) + P and E,(Z) = .Ei_ 1 (Z) + 241 for i E I’, 
whert? the initial vcJues are B, (or) = 2”-1, EL (cu) = IP - 1. B, (<r) = 0, 
E,fZj=T-‘-- landi =(2,3 ,..., m). 
Proof. Consider the case when % is (Y. It is clear that the first subcycie 
of odes in the row x, of the standard basis starts with l:he designation 
number P - 1 and terminates with P - 1. Hence B, (CR) = 2&-1 and 
E, (cr;e = 2* - 1. S&e there are 2” elements in each cycle, all the desig- 
n&on numbers of the i* cycle can be identified by adding 24! to the 
desi:;llation umbers of the i - 1 TV cycle. A similar argument shows that 
B,(Z) = 0 and El(g) = 2a-t- 1. Hence, 
B,(Z) = B,__l(Z) + 209 E,jZ) z Ei_1 (G) + 2” 
for i G I’ . This ark$tment can be stated more rigorously with the prin- 
ciple finite induction. 
l[t is worthwhile to note that there are other- fxmulas for Bi’S and 
Ei’Ss That is B,(Z) = ( i - 1)2”+B,(~)andE,(~)-(‘-1)24+E,(~), 
etc. These statement:; require multiplication as oppn:.zd to the additive 
struc?cure of prdvious tatements. The additive statements are preferred 
for the computer algorithms for reasons of spt=cd. 
Thzse lemmas can now be summarized 8s a theorem. 
Theorem 5.3. For w,,(x) = lj3, and ?a = 1, it holds that m := 2p+ rend 
Jlip(Z)= Ui,,JlfiP(&, i), W~~YT $ip(Z, ij z {Bi(Z),...,Ei(;“I, iE4 
.Bi(;;)=Bj_,(;;;)+2~,Ei(;;;)=Ei_l(cd;)~2[~,_EI1,Bl((r)=.2a-1, 
ET (ar) =2” - 1, BI(Zj = 9,and E,(Z)= 2(+l- 1. 
AS a resuk, it can >e shown that ir/$cU:, = $:,((Y). 
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Example 5.4. Consider the example problem again. 
For wll (x) = x3 and x3 = 1, m! = Z4--3 = 2. 
J/$3) = 1L:,(3,0 u Q3,2). 
$;I (3, 1) = {B, (3), l ‘*9 E,(3)) = {23-1,...,23- 1) 
= (4, . . . . 7)={4,5,6,7}. 
49iI (352) = {B,(3), . . . . E2(3)} = (B,(3) + 23,..e, E,(3) + 2?; 
= { 12, . . . . 15> = { 12,13,14,15). 
5/i,(3) =(4,5,6,7,112,13,14,15). 
For w12(x) =x2 and x2 = 1, m = 24-2 = 4. 
5/:,(2) = &(2, 1) u ti;&L 2) u 9;,(2,3) u &(2,4L / 
$:,(2, 1) = cB,(2), a.., E,(2)) = {22-1, . . . . 22 - 1) = (23. 
$;,(a, 2) = {B2(2) ,..., Ez(2:1} = {:B,(2) + 22, ..,, Ei(2) + Z!*) 
= {6,7}. 
1&(2,3) = {B3(2), . . . . E3(2)) = (B,(2) + 22, . . . . Ez(2) + 2; 3 
={lO,ll}. 
1&(2,4)=(B,(2) ,..., E4(2)} =I:B3(2)+22 ,..., E,(2)+c2) a 
=(14,15). 
I1:,C3 ={2,3,6,7,10,1P, 14, 15). 
For w 13 (x) = Xj and Xr = 1, m = 24-I = 13. 
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$;J 1m =’ UiEjljJ:s(T, i), I= ( liy2, l *my 8}. 
~:Ji,i; =r~,(i),...,kq(ij) := {0,21--l %-- ij 
= {O,O) = (0). 
This is a sptlcial case. For i E r’l , it can bs rbstated as 
#iS{:‘I, ’) := {BiJi) + 2, El-l(i) + 2) == {Bi_l(i) + 2). 
Hence,, 
c 
1@1)=(0,2,4,6,8,10,12,R4). 
For wlzl (x) := x4 and x4 = l,m=24-4= 1. 
$il (4) = IB, (4), . . . . E, (4)) = { 24-1, 24 - 1) 
= 11’8, . . .. 1 5) = (8,9,10, II, 12,13,14,15). 
For w&) := x4 ::nd x1 z 1, m = 24-l = 8. 
Jl&r:ll =lJj,r$:,ll,i), I = { 1,2:, .. . . 8 ). 
I/?;$, 1) = {B,(l),.,., El(l)} = (21-1, 21 - 1) 
=(l,l}={l). 
Again this is a special case. Therefore, for i E Tr , 
$$,(l, i) “z {Bi_l(l) + 2, Ei_,(l) $- 2) = {.Bi_l(l) + 219 
Hence, 
\&:l, 2) := {3}, &(l, 33 = (5) , . . . . &il, 8) = C 151 
l):,U) -(1,3,5,:7,9,lf,13,t5). 
Finally, 
6, Second composition scheme 
{6,9,11,,13,14,15). 
Also, since J/O = $1 with respect o $ 9 
Algorithm I. Theorem 5.3 is sufficient for the statement of a primi- 
tive algorithm for the dletermination of the set of solutions for any 
Boolean equation. The basic steps are: 
(a) Identify z’s by wrlP (X)‘s of w(x) := 1 for 17 E H and p E P(q). 
(b) For each z determine &(z) with the formulas of Theorem 5.3. 
(c) Determine J/l on the basis of equation (9). 
(d) Determine X1 with a binary conversion of the elements of $1. 
There are certain minor questions that deal with the comlputa.tional 
efficiencies of the formulas which are not treated here. 
6. Second composition scheme 
Tlhus far the discussion was based on the simple composition of the 
elementary conjunctions of a Boolean function. That is. the construe; 
tion of an elementary conjunction was realized in terms of its Boolean 
variables. Now, consider the conjunction of pairs of Boolean variables, 
e.g., conjunction of two variables, as a building block in the realization 
of an elementary conjunction. 
Example 6.1. Consider the example problem again. 
~(x)=w~(x)vw~(x),w~(x)=x~x~X~ andWZ(X)=x4X1.~foWl~t 
Wrr (X) = X3X2, W12 (X1 I= X, and Wan - x4x1, then w(x) = 
w11 (x)wr2(x) v w21 (x). 
Recall the arguments about (10) and introduce an additionai abusI:d 
form of (7) as 
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such that ‘jia’Zp = 1, Q: > p. .4gain, it is noted that z is either cy or Z and 
‘$ is either /3 or F in order to distinguish the calculation of the sets of de 
s&nation numbers for x, xB = 1, X, xB = 1, & Z6 = 1 and Za 5F, = 1. 
Again, it is clear chat the indexes q and p will identify pairs, (& ‘p), for 
the calculation of’ sets of des&nation tambers and will specify the order 
in which the set theoretical intersection and union operations are to be 
carried on these sets of designation umbers with respect o (!‘). 
In general, every elementary conjunction w,(x) = ‘;;,,5$, . . 9ak can 
be realized with conjunctions of appropriate pairs in the form of 
w&) = Ea zB and an appropriate singleton in the form of wqp (x) = jT,, 
a, /3 E A. If an elementary conjunction contains k Boolean variables and 
k is even, then it can be realized wi?h 4 k pairs of & ‘j;, and $c - 1 con- 
junctions. On the other hand, if k is odd, then it can be realized with 
$(k - 1) pairs of ?a %‘$ together with a singleton ?a and $(k - 1) con- 
junctions. 
From (12), it can be directly inferred that 
Thus the Theorem1 5.3 can be used for this calculation directly. However, 
the question to ask at this point is whether one can develop formulas 
that will lead to a direct computation of the designation umbers for 
$J!,, (z, ‘p) such that the execution time and computer memory require- 
rnems will be minimized. It is with these considerations that the follow- 
ing a~.rgunrents are developed. Before this development let us make a few 
obse _rvations on Table 1. 
Example 6.2. Consider wtl (x) = x3 x2 of the example problem w(x) 
and observe w t1 (x) in Table 1. The ’ 1’ en&s in the row wly (x) corres- 
pond to the cksignation umbers 6,7, 14 and 15. The subcycle of <l’s 
in thie row x3 dre identified by the designation umber sets (4, . . . . 7 ) 
and { 12, .._, l,“, ) . The subzycle of ‘ 1 ‘s in the row x2 are identified by the 
designationnumbersets(2,3),(6,7},-~10~,11}and{14,15).Theipl- 
terse&ion of these two se% of designatica numbers results in the set of 
designation umbers (6, 7,14,15 }. It is obs(erved that 23-r + 22-r = 6, 
23-l t- 22 -- 1 = 7, 23-r + 22-r + 23 = 14. and 23-l + 22 _ 1 + 23 C: 15, 
There are two cycles for the conjunction. x3 x2 which is identified by 
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the cycIes of x3, e.g., 2 d-3 = 2. There is only one subcycle for the COP 
junction x3 x2 in each of its cycles. The number of subcycles is calc~.~- 
lated as 23-2-1 = 1. 
Let us also observe the patterns of ‘ 1 ‘s irk the row wZ1 (x) = x4 .x1 in 
Table 1. The ‘1’ entries in the row vd21 (x) correspond to the designation 
numbers 9, 11, 13 and 15. Y+e subcycle of l’s in the row x4 are idenii- 
fied by the set of designation umbers { 8, . . . . 15 ). The subcycle of ‘ 1 9s 
in the row x1 are identified by the set of desigmtion numbers 
1 1,3, .*.g 15 }. The intersection of these two sets of designation um’bers 
results in the set of designation umbers (9, 11, 13, 15 } . It is c>bserv:d 
that 24-l + 21-l = 9, also 24-l + 21 - 1 = 9, 24-l + 21-l + 21 = 11, allso 
24-l + 21- 1 + 21 = 11, etc. There is one cycle for the conjunction 
x4 x1 which is identified by the cycles of x4, e.g., 24-*4 = 1. There are 
four subcycles for a cycle of the coyljurvtion x4 x1. The number of subI- 
cycles in a cycle is calculated as 24- 2 = 4. 
Let us q.ow formalize some cf these concepts. Define IZ to be the rlum- 
ber of subl:ycles in a cycle of a conjunction ‘;;cy zp, ~1 > p. 
bmma6.3.n = 2~-@-1jbb ws,(x) = ?&~~~dj3,?~ = l,~r >p. 
Proof. There are 2a-1 ones in a cycle of %&. A complete cycle of Zip has 
2 elements. Hence the cycles of zkF can be repeated just 2a--l/2@ tirr es. 
Thus there;,can be only 
in a cycle c:f ‘j;&. 
2tr-fl-1 subcycles of the conjunction ?a Fp, 12 ‘> 3, 
Lemma 6.4. m = 2p-a for wq,(x) = :a zfi nnd ?a & = 1, a > p. 
Proof. Since Q! > p, the cycles are determined by ?a_ Hence m = 2~--.~. 
Recall that 3/i&z, I?), Q! > 6, was defined as the set of desigrlation 
numbers for w,Jx) = zazp and ?a zp == I. By an extension, define 
3/ ’ (z, & i) .to be the set of designation clmbers for the i eh cvcle and 
Jlpp (z, 8, i, i) to be the siet of designation umbers for the jth subcycle 
of”!he ifh cycle. Then e 
(14) 
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hence, 
where? 1 f= ( I,;:, . ..) m ) and J = { 1,2, . . . . n } are the index sets for the 
tycle~ and the subcycles of the cycles, respectively. 
Al&o defme 
such tIrat the designation umber Bij (z, p) identifies the beginning and 
the designation umber E,c’Zy B> *the end of the jfh subcycle of th? ith 
cyck of a conjunction 3& kp, a > 13. 
Lemnra65~ Bij(G, p)=B,i_r(G, p) + 2a and Eij(G,jJ)=s,j_1(Z,p) + 
21’ j ;->r j E J1 and i fixed, Bij(G, ‘p, = Bi_,,i(Z, B> + 24, Eij(a; p) = 
Ei-],j (ii,~)+2cy foriEIl and j .@xed, where the initial values are 
B,,(or, p) = 24 + 2~4 ,, q&k,p)=24-1+284, 
- 
443, P,= 2 u-l , L&z, pj= 2a-1 + 2w- 1, 
B,, (at,nr = 2~3 -1 , 41(iQO=2~-l, 
-_ 
B,, (a, P) = 0, Er,(G,F)= 2s-m- 1, 
J1 = (2,3, .*., n). 1’ = (2,3, . ..., m} andar > /?. 
‘?roof. Consider the case when z is (II and 3 is 0. It is clear that the first 
:3ubcySzle of ‘1 ‘s in the first cycle of the conjunction x, x0, a > p, starts 
,with the designation umber 2a-1 + 2P--1 and terminates with 2a--r + 20 - 1 
containing 2@- 1 ‘l’s in this subcycle. Hence Bll (01, p) = 24-I + 2@-4 and 
Er& p) = 2a-1 + 2@-- 1. 
‘The subcycles are controlled by xB and there a.re 2P elements in each 
cycle of +, all the designation umbers of the ifk subcycle can be iden- 
tified by adding 28 to the designation umbers of the j - lfh subcycle in 
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a given cycle. Hence B,y(ol, 0) = Bi,+r (LY, /3) + 20 and I?&!, /3) = 
Q_+, P) + 2s f or j E J1 and for a fixed i. On the other hand, the 
cycles are controlled by x, and there are 2& elements in each cycle of 
x,, all the designation umbers of the ifh cycle can be identified by add- 
ing 24 to the,designation numbers of the i - 1 th cycle for a given sub- 
cycle. Hence 
for i E I1 and for a fixed j. Similar arguments can be developed for the 
remaining three cases of z and p. 
These arguments can be stated more rigorously with the principle of 
finite induction. Again it is worthwhile to note that there arc other for- 
mulas, e.g., 
Bii(Z, F) = (j - 1)213 + Bi, (Z, F), 
Eij(;j;,~)=(j-l)2’+Eil(;;;,~a 
for j E: J1 and fixed i, t:tc. 
These Ilemmas can ‘+ow be summarized as a theorem. 
Theorem 6.6. Fw w,,, , (x) = ?a zp and za j7p = 1, a: > p, it holds that 
n = 2&-P-1, m = 24-a and 
Bll(aJ) = 2’“1-1 + w-1, El,@, 6) = P-1 + 33 -- I., 
- 
‘k&-l B&b P)= 4.. !, AFL, (a!, p> = p-1 -t_ p-1 _- 1, 
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I’, I,J’ andJavdefined. 
Example 6.7,. Consider w(x) = x3 x2 XI v x4 x1 and suppose the compo- 
sition & such that w 11 (x) = x3, w12 (x) = x2 X1, wzl (x) = x4 x1. I/n Ex- 
ample 5.4, it was found that 9 iI (3) = { 4,5,6,7, ! 2,13,14,15 }. Now - 
contider w12(x) =x2x1 andx& = 1. n = 22-1-l = 1, & = 24-2 =: 4. 
- 
B,, (2, 1) = 22-l = 2, E,,(7, !) = 22-t .I- 21-l - 1 = 2. 
Hence 
iLif,(z, i, 1, E) = {z), 
- - - 
~~~2(2,1,2,1)={~,,(2,1)+22 ,..., E,#2,1)+22} 
= { 2 + 4, . . . . 2+4) ={6]. 
SimiIarly $;.,(2,i, 3,l) = { lO}> J/:,(2, i,4, 1) = ( 14). Hence, _.._ 1. 
5/i,(2, 1) = .[2,6,10,14}. 
NOW consider w2! (x) =x4x1 and x4x1 = 1. n = 24-1-1 = 4, m = 24-4 = 1. 
B,,(4, !) = 24-1 + 21-l = 9, E,,d4,1) = 24-l + 21 - 1 = 9. 
Hence 
#&(4*, 1, 1,l) = 191, 
~~~(4,1,,1,2)={~~,(4,1)+21,...,E,,(4,1)+2~}=~ll) . 
Yirnilariy, I& (4,1,1 5 3) = ( 13 i, 3/i, (4, 1, 1,4) = { 15 1. Hence, $& (441) = 
(9,11,13,15). 
ldP = 4bi1 (3) 0 1~:,(2, i) u till (4,l) 
={4,5,6,i”,12,13,14,15) n{2,6,10,14) 
u I’!,, 11,13,15) 
= {6,14) u {9,11,13,15} 
$’ ={6,‘9,11,13,14,15). 
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This is of course the same answer that was found e‘arlier. Let us now 
state an algorithm basetl on this second composition scheme. 
AZgwithm II. (a) Fdentify z’s and 3% by w&x)‘s of w(x) = 1 for 
rl=JandpWrl). 
(b) For each pair (z, “p’), determine Jl$(~, 3) with formulas of the 
Theorem 6.6; and for each singleton z determine $J&(~) with formulas 
of the Theorem 5.3. 
(c) Determine $’ ori the basis of equation (9). 
(8) Determine X 1 wdh a binary conversion of the elements of nl,’ ._ 
7, Expcrirnentd results 
This algorithm has been programmed in APL and Fortran IV ia.n- 
guages. Each program rfepresents a version of the formulas presented in 
the theorems. The API, program is being used in an interactive mode for 
small sized experimental problems. A sample problem due to Granot and i 
Hammer [3] has been (solved with this version. 
A class of time tabling problems were investigated previously with an 
earlier and more primitive form of these algorithms [9, lg]* Recen:ly, 
a class of d.eterministic s heduling problems has been studied with the 
Fortran version [ 111. These are known as Ak;ers and Friedman produc- 
tion scheduling problems [ 1 ] . For this class of scheduling problems+ it 
can be shown that the precedence r quirements can be converted to 
Boolean equations. ‘These Boulean equations determine a reduced set of 
dominant feasible solutions. In the experiments, the precedence require- 
ments of the problems were generated randomly. Briefly the solution 
procedure is as follows: [ 111: 
(a) The master problem is decomposed into a set of subproblems. 
(.b) The solutions of each subproblem are Peter-mined with the Algo- 
rithm II. 
(c) Th.e reduced sets of alternatives for the subproblems are recom- 
posed with a Construction Algorithm. 
(d) The set of alternatives of the master program are then evaluated 
with an objective funciion. 
The computer times’ for some experiments are shown in Table 2. Eaclh 
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execution time 7 is the sum of the three distinct activities: 
where r1 is the time for the Algorithm II, r2 is the time for the Con- 
structlon Algorithm, and r3 is the evaluation time of the alternatives of 
the master problem in terms of an objective function. In these experi- 
ments the objective was defined as the minimum compiktion time of a 
scheduling sequencing alternative. These execution times are not very 
meaningfu! at this time. The execution times for 4 j+bs and 3 machines 
were pu!>lished by Ashour and Char [ 21. In their problems, the com- 
puter times are shown to vary between 2098 to 58 seconds for the 
Pseudo-Boalean Code and between 2756 to 802 seconds for the Adap 
tive Binary Code. Since the two sets of problems and the solution pro- 
cedures are different, a meaningful comparison cannot be made. How- 
ever, these two sets of computer times indicate certain orders of magni- 
tude with respect o a specific size of scheduling problems, e.g. four jobs 
and three machines. Clearly meaningful comparisons require additional 
studies. 
Table 2 
,4lternatives and execution times for a class of scheduling problems 
.-- ---.-me PU_ 
Numkr of Number of Number of Exec\;tion 
jobs machines alternatives time iu 
for the master CPU 
problems seconds 
--- -_ 
4 2 4 Q.33 
4 3 8 0.69 
4 4 32 2.65 
4 5 4 1.19 
4 6 8 2.36 
6 4 256 30.90 
6 5 512 61.75 
*---.-___ -- P -_ 
The set of solutions of a Boolean equation can be determined in a 
general manner. The afgorithms tated are deveioped as an extension of 
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elementary truth table concepts and have beeln programmed in APL and 
Fortran IV languages. With those programs ome scheduling problems 
have be 1 solved. Boolean equations up to 30 variabies can be solved 
with certain extensions. However, it is suspected that Boolean equations 
with more than 30 variables will require addit:ional consideration for 
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scale data handling and formal extensions. 
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